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ABSTRACT  

The increasing and complexity Hadoop formed 

required for context awareness makes such 

applications difficult to write and adapt. In this 

paper, we present an architecture for  duplicate 

packets  building context aware applications as 

dynamically composed sequences of calls to fine 

granularity Web services, addressing the 

reactive behavior of pervasive environments. 

Different service compositions of such 

sequences will result from different contexts 

such as: devices available, bandwidth, time 

constraints, location, user requirements and pro- 

file. We implement and discuss a specific 

context aware dynamic service composition 

problem using the Hadoop planning system and 

the duplicate  Web service composition 

technology for  management services level and  

result execution. 
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INTRODUCTION: 

One of the largest technological 

challenges in software systems research today is 

to provide mechanisms for storage, 

manipulation, and information retrieval on large 

amounts of data. Web services and social media 

produce together an impressive amount of data, 

reaching the scale of petabytes daily (Facebook, 

2012). These data may contain valuable 

information, which sometimes is not properly 

explored by existing systems. Most of this data 

is stored in a non-structured manner, using 

di�erent languages and formats, which, in many 

cases, are incompatible (Bakshi, 2012; 

Stonebraker et al., 2010). Take, for instance, 

Facebook, which initially used relational 

database management systems (DBMS) to store 

its data. Due to the increasingly large volume of 

information generated on a daily basis (from a 

15TB dataset in 2007 to a 700TB dataset in 

2010) (Thusoo et al., 2010), the use of such 

infrastructure became impracticable. Specially 

because, most of its data is unstructured, 

consisting of logs, posts, photos, and pictures.  

may be considered one of the largest and most 

valuable social network. Companies holding 

large amounts of user data started to be 

evaluated not just by their applications but also 

by their datasets,  specially the information that 

can be retrieved from them. Big companies like 

Google, Facebook and Yahoo! have an 

aggregate value not only for their provided 

services but also for the huge amount of 

information kept. This information can be used 

for numerous future applications, which may 

allow, for example, personalized relationships 

with users. The “Big Data” (Zikopoulos and 

Eaton, 2011; White, 2012) term is used to refer 

to a collection of large datasets that may not be 

processed using traditional database 

management tools. Some of the challenges 

involved when dealing with Big Data goes 

beyond processing, starting by storage and, later, 

analysis. Concerning data analysis and Big Data, 

the need for infrastructures capable of 

processing large amounts of data, within an 

acceptable time and on constrained resources, is 

a significant problem. Plausible solutions make 

use of parallel and distributed computing. This 

model of computation has demonstrated to be 

essential nowadays to extract relevant 

information from Big Data. Such processing is 

accomplished using clusters and grids, which 

use, generally, commodity hardware to 

aggregate computational capacity at a relatively 

low cost. Although parallel and distributed 

computing may be one of the most promising 
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solutions to store and manipulate Big Data, 

some of its characteristics may inhibit its use by 

common users. Data dependency and integrity, 

cluster load balancing and task scheduling are 

major concerns when dealing with parallel and 

distributed computing. Adding the possibility of 

an almost certain machine failure, the use of 

these concepts becomes non-trivial to 

inexperienced programmers. Several 

frameworks have been released to abstract these 

characteristics and providehigh level solutions to 

end users (DeWitt et al., 2008; Battr´e et al., 

2010; Malewicz et al., 2010; Isard et al., 2007); 

some of them were built over programming 

paradigms, such as MPI and MapReduce. 

 

HOW DOES HADOOP WORK? 
 In this framework, vast data files, for 

example, exchange log files, bolster reader of 

social networks, and other data sources are 

fragmented and after that distributed in the 

network. Sharing, securing, and recovering 

broad files on a Hadoop cluster is endeavored by 

its scattered record framework called HDFS 

[10].To expand the genuineness of the 

framework, every part of the document is 

distributed among numerous compute nodes. 

Consequently, if a hub quits working, its record 

can be recovered once more. There are three 

sorts of compute nodes in HDFS [10]. Name 

management node is in charge of sharing the 

files and putting away the location of every part. 

Intermittent survey of nodes and deciding their 

being eliminated are likewise the undertakings 

of Hadoop file management system. Information 

node that envelops every one of Hadoop part 

PCs contains file blocks. There is a name 

management node in Hadoop system for every 

information node set. The third sort is the 

secondary node that there is a duplicate of name 

management node information on it. 

Accordingly if the node quits working, the 

information won't be lost. Figure 1 demonstrates 

a layout of Hadoop file management. After 

information distribution in Hadoop system, 

analysis and processing would be completed by 

the MapReduce part [11]. Figure 2 demonstrates 

this procedure unmistakably. In the initial steps, 

the client sends his/her solicitation to a node 

which is in charge of running the solicitations 

(job tracker). This solicitation more often than 

not is a Java question dialect. Now, job tracker 

checks the files to see which one are required for 

noting the client's inquiry. By then by the help of 

name management node, it finds the nodes 

containing those parts in the cluster. After that, 

this requesting is sent to each node. These 

nodes, that we call them task trackers, perform 

data handling unreservedly and in parallel by 

running Map limit [12]. After the task trackers' 

works is done, the outcomes will be stored on 

the same node. Plainly, the widely appealing 

results would be close-by and divided in light of 

the fact that they depend on upon the data open 

on one node. In the wake of arranging of the 

transitional results, the job tracker sends the 

Reduce sales to these nodes. Therefore, it 

performs the keep going handling on the 

outcomes and the result of customer's sales 

would be saved in a last figure node. Presently, 

MapReduce is done, and propel preparing of the 

outcomes should be performed by Big Data 

analysts. This handling can be performed 

straightforwardly on the outcomes or customary 

strategies for data analysis can be used by 

trading the resulting data into a relational 

databases or data warehouse 

USING HADOOP SEQUENCE 

FILES  

The hadoop file what would it be a good 

idea for us to do keeping in mind the end goal to 

manage tremendous measure of images? Use 

hadoop sequence files! Those are map files that 

characteristically can be perused by map reduce 

applications – there is an info organize 

particularly for sequence files – and are splitable 

by map reduce, so we can have one enormous 

file that will be the contribution of numerous 

map tasks. By utilizing those sequence files we 

are giving hadoop a chance to utilize its points 

of interest. It can split the work into pieces so 

the processing is parallel, however the lumps are 

sufficiently huge that the procedure stays 

productive. Figure 4 showing the working 

periods of map reduce in processing the images 

files. Since the sequence file are map file the 

wanted configuration will be that the key will be 

content and hold the HDFS filename and the 

quality will be BytesWritable and will contain 

the image substance of the file. Comment – for 
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this present illustration's purpose it is far better 

to store the processed binary file, rather than the 

entire bytes of the file. Be that as it may, I'm 

keen on demonstrating to read and write binaries 

so we will adhere to the general BytesWritable. 

That would all say all is extremely well, 

however how to produce a sequence file from 

the images files? Since there are bunches of 

them it might demonstrate not a simple task by 

any means. There are some ways that I had 

considered. On the off chance that conceivable 

the most ideal path is to produce the sequence 

file when the images are procured. That way the 

system is constantly prepared for image 

handling without the need to do some 

preprocessing to produce the sequence file. 

Since sequence files can be appended to this can 

be connected likewise if the images are not 

being retrieved at the same time. We can do this 

by utilizing class 

org.apache.hadoop.io.Sequence 

 

Find the Duplication system: 

To illustrate how context aware 

applications can be built as a collection of 

cooperating services designed to interact 

with one another, we describe a particular 

example of a mail replication system. The 

simplified mail replication process, consists 

of two subprocesses executed in parallel: 

retrieve mail and send mail. We synthesize a 

suitable procedure for mail replication 

dynamically based on user location, activity, 

computing device and network bandwidth, 

as summarized in Table. 1. The activity and 

the location of the user primarily determine 

the presentation mode of the incoming mail. 

The network bandwidth and the type of 

computing device (and consequently its 

screen size and color depth) affect the mail 

retrieval and sending. For example, when on 

the slower network, only the mail headings 

are initially downloaded, and outgoing mail 

is compressed. 

 

Web services composition: 

The proposed system architecture employs 

HADOOP  a domain independent planner, 

which uses a hierarchical task network 

(HTN) to decompose an abstract task into a 

group of operators that forms a plan 

implementing the task. Planning progresses 

as a recursive application of the methods to 

decompose tasks into subtasks, until the 

primitive tasks, which can be performed 

directly using the planning operators, are 

reached. In the case where the plan later 

turns out to be infeasible, SHOP2 will 

backtrack and try other applicable methods. 

shows the listing of a sample problem 

definition for of the scenario, listed in The 

goal is the task    gin_and_replicate_mail”, 

with input parameters for replication, 

namely username and password, as well as 

the type of the device used (e.g. 

in_vehicle_inf_sys). Context data, 

represented as predicates such as location 
in_vehicle and activity driving, forms the 

description of the initial state. 
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ADAPTIVE SERVICES OF 

COMPOSITION: 

 

HADOOP MANAGEMENT 

KNOWLEDGE ACTION: 
As it is evident from the performance results 

obtained from our experiment, Hadoop-based 

distributed duplicate detection is a good 

enhancement to the single node duplicate 

detection run on storage controllers. It 

outperforms standard offline this populates the 

Dup_unsorted file Map duplicate record For 

each duplicate_ record Emit (key, value); //key – 

duplicate_record //value – NULL Reduce (byte 

[] key, Iterator Values) For every value in 

Values, emit (key, value) // Output is sent back 

to controller via socket duplication mechanism 

due to its scale-out capability. It also appears to 

be a good use case of leveraging commodity 

hardware in the present data storage scenario. 

Another positive that can be derived from this 

initiative would be to free the storage controller 

resources that could be utilized for other higher 

priority housekeeping functionalities and serve 

the main purpose of data storage more 

effectively. The same set of Hadoop nodes, can 

also be used to run other suitable applications 

like management and the like, which is beyond 

the scope of this paper. Going ahead, we plan to 

work on the lines of increasing the number of 

concurrent de-duplication streams that could be 

initiated by the storage controller and try to 

address the bottlenecks we encounter in this 

context. We also intend to investigate on how to 

achieve end-to-end scale-up in the rate of overall 

deduplication in this scenario. We are also 

interested in evaluating the results using a 

practically larger Hadoop cluster and huge 

datasets that could be an indicator of the storage 

scenario in the years to come. Another future 

work prospect would be on the lines of assessing 

how to scale-out other stages of the de-

duplication using commodity hardware – 

fingerprint (hash value of the data blocks) 

generation and even data processing modules 

involved in duplicate sharing phase of 

deduplication. We would also like to explore if 

the memory at the commodity Hadoop nodes, 

could be utilized as a layer of secondary cache 

for the controller when some of the nodes are 

idle. 

CONCLUSION: 
In The paper  has given a brief 

introduction to the core thechnology of Hadoop 

but there are still many applications and projects 

developed on Hadoop. In conclusion, the 

Hadoop, which is based on the Hadoop HDFS 

and MapReduce has provided a distributed data 

processing platform. The high fault tolerance 

and high scalability allow its users to apply 

Hadoop on cheap hardware. The MapReduce 

distributed programming mode allows the users 

to develop their own applications without the 

users having to know the bottom layer of the 

MapReduce. Because of the advantages of 

Hadoop, the users can easily manage the 

computer resources and build their own 

distributed data processing platform. Above all, 

it is obvious to notice the convenience that the 

Hadoop has brought in Big Data processing. It 

also should be pointed out that since Google 

published the first paper on the distributed file 

system till now, the history of Hadoop is only 

10-year old. With the advancement of the 

computer science and the Internet technology, 

Hadoop has rapidly solved key problems and 

been widely used in real life. In spite of this, 

there are still some problems in facing the rapid 

changes and the ever increasing demand of 

analysis. To solve these problems, Internet 

companies, such as Google also introduced the 

newer technologies. It is predictable that with 

the key problems being solved, Big Data 

processing based on Hadoop will have a wider 

application prospect. 
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